
Grade 3
Lesson Plan



 “Native Americans of the Local Region”

Subject:
•  Social Science: Continuity and Change
•  Language Arts: Reading and Writing

Level:
Grade 3

Abstract:
•  In this lesson, students will work cooperatively to create a

slideshow presentation describing the national identities, religious
beliefs, customs, and various folklore traditions of the native
Americans of their local region.

•  Before creating the slideshow, students will research and discuss
the history and customs of the local Indian nation. The final
presentation will focus on locale, clothing, food, women’s role,
men’s role, religious customs, dangers, housing, tools, recreation,
and recent history.  Students will work in pairs to formulate a short
report on one area of focus.

•  When the students have completed their writing, they will type it
into a PowerPoint template that has been created by the teacher.
Students will then add clip art or pictures that they have scanned.
An optional activity is for students to record their voices onto their
page.

•  Students will present their finished presentation to the class and to
another class or at Open House.

Invitation: “What do you have in common with the people that lived
in California long ago?”

Situations:
•  Where: The majority of this unit will occur at school. Students may

want to gather information from the local public library or from
home. If possible, a field trip to a local history museum could be
included.

•  When: This project could occur during a social science period or be
integrated into a language arts time block.



•  How Long: Depending on how you enhance the research portion of
this project, it should take between two and three weeks.

Tasks:

•  Task 1:
Teacher should gather Native American artifacts, pictures, related
books and resources. (See attached bibliography of resources.)

•  Task 2:
The teacher will introduce the unit by reading aloud from California
Indians by C.L. Keyworth or some other related text.  Conduct a
brainstorming session about what we have in common with these
people of long ago. (We have houses, eat food, have jobs, customs,
problems, etc.)

•  Task 3:
The teacher will divide the group into partners and assign an area
of focus. (Areas of focus might include: location, housing, clothing,
women’s role, men’s role, food, tools, religious customs, dangers,
recreation, recent history.) Students with lower reading levels
should be partnered with students of higher ability.

•  Task 4:
Students are given time to do the necessary research using a
variety of books, Internet resources, and video as available. If texts
with grade appropriate readability are not available, students may
take notes as the teacher reads aloud.  Partners should take turns
taking notes while one writes, the other student should point out
facts as the teacher reads.

•  Task 5:
After students have gathered information, partners will work
together to compose a two or three paragraph summary of
information.  When they are finished and have proofread their own
work, they sign up for a conference with the teacher for the final
edit.

•  Task 6:
Using the projection device connected to the computer (See Step
Sheet), the teacher will create the title page to demonstrate how to
open the PowerPoint application and how to enter text and clip art.
(See Step Sheet.)



•  Task 7:
As students finalize their writing they may go to the computer to
input their text.  (See Step Sheet.) If they are using clip art from
the Microsoft library or graphics from another source, they should
select that at this time. (See Step Sheet.) You will work with the
first partner group so they can be the trainers for the following
pairs.

•  Task 8:
(Optiona)l If students are creating their own art or planning to use
pictures from other sources, you will need to allow time for them to
create and/or find and scan these images.

•  Task 9:
(Optional) Students may record their voices reading their text into
the computer. (See Step Sheet.)

•  Task 10:
Add the last page to the presentation by typing in the credits (a
student could do this.)

•  Task 11:
Present the completed slideshow presentation. Using the projection
device (See Step Sheet.), begin the slide presentation and have the
student pairs report on or read their slide. Try to arrange to give
the presentation to another class or parent group as well. The
students should see and hear the presentation more than once
before doing the final assessment.

Interactions:
•  Full Class: You will begin with read-alouds from appropriate

sources and allow students to take notes.  You will also initiate
follow up discussion.

•  Partners: Assign partners and try to pair the students who may
need support with the more independent students.  Give each pair
their assigned area of focus and remind them to take notes as you
read. During discussion, other students may suggest things to add
to each other’s notes.



Standards:
•  Social Science: Continuity and Change

•  Describe the American Indian nations in their local region long
ago and in the recent past.

•  Describe national identities, religious beliefs, customs, and
various folklore traditions.

•  Discuss the ways in which physical geography, including climate,
influenced how the local Indian nations adapted to their natural
environment (for example how they obtained food, clothing, and
tools).

•  Discuss the interaction of new settlers with the already
established Indians of the region.

•  Writing:
•  The student reads, comprehends, interprets, and evaluates a

wide range of materials appropriate to the grade level.
•  The student organizes thoughts and information for writing,

develops drafts, analyzes, edits, and revises work as appropriate
for audience and purpose.

Assessment:
•  District Writing Rubric: To be completed by the teacher to

determine student’s ability to interpret and evaluate material and
compose paragraphs with appropriate writing mechanics.

•  Final Assessment: “The Same But Different” (see attached): To
be completed by students to determine understanding of the native
American cultures of the past in comparison to present day.

Tools:
•  “Microsoft PowerPoint” presentation application

Project Tips and Alternatives:
•  Tip #1: The number and content of focus areas may be changed or

adapted.

•  Tip #2: This presentation is most effective when student art or
pictures from books are scanned and imported into the project.
When scanning pictures, use 72 dpi resolution to prevent the
program from being too memory intensive.

•  Tip #3: If you include pictures and sound, you may need to boost
the memory allotted to the program. To do this, close the program
and highlight the application icon. From the File menu, choose Get
Info, then Memory, and change the preferred size to 20240.



•  Tip #4: This presentation can be uploaded to a web page, burned
on to a CD, or saved to video. Saving to video tape could allow the
students to take the presentation home.

•  Tip #5: Instead of using Microsoft Clip Art, you may want to scan
in maps especially for the local area or download images from the
web.  (See Step Sheet.)

Related Units:
•  PowerPoint Grade 1 - “Where Am I ”
•  PowerPoint Grade 2 - “Grandma and Me”
•  PowerPoint Grade 4 - “PowerPoint to Me! A Multimedia

Autobiography”
•  PowerPoint Grade 5 - “Come to the Colonies: A PowerPoint Travel

Brochure”

Related Resources:
•  “Handbook of the Indians of California”, A.L. Kroeber
•  “The Chumash,” Robert O. Gibson
•  “The Natural World of the California Indians,” Robert F. Heizer and

Albert B. Elsasser
•  “Games of the North American Indians, Vols. 1 & 2,” Stewart Culin
•  “Encyclopedia of American Indian Costume,” Josephine Paterek
•  “California Indians,” C.L. Keyworth
•  “California Indian Watercraft,” Richard W. Cunningham
•  “The Rainbow Bridge: A Chumash Legend,” Kerry Nechodom
•  “The Chumash People: Materials for Teachers and Students,” Santa

Barbara Museum of Natural History Docent Project

Attachments:
•  “Final Assessment Sheet: The Same But Different”
•  “Step Sheet: Creating a Template in PowerPoint”
•  “Step Sheet: Inserting Text and Clip Art or Graphics”   
•  “Step Sheet: Putting the Slideshow Together”
•  “Step Sheet: Using a Projection Device”
•  “Step Sheet: Recording Sound into the Presentation”
•  “Step Sheet: Gathering and Inserting Electronic Images”



Web Resources
•  A list of linked web resources on PowerPoint can be found on the

PowerPoint Resources page.

Assistive Technology:
•  Please refer to the Assistive Technology section for information on

methods and devices to help ensure that all students have access
to the curricula in the least restrictive environment.


